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B
ite into a gooey candy bar, and what
mouth sensations do you experience?
Mmmm ... chewy, sweet, creamy—
with the signature, slightly bitter
richness of chocolate as you close
your mouth to swallow and the aro-
ma wafts up into your nasal passages.

Indeed, smell is an important component of flavor,
as anyone with a severe head cold can testify.

Flavor is a complex mixture of sensory input
composed of taste (gustation), smell (olfaction) and
the tactile sensation of food as it is being munched,
a characteristic that food scientists often term
“mouthfeel.” Although people may use the word
“taste” to mean “flavor,” in the strict sense it is ap-
plicable only to the sensations arising from special-
ized taste cells in the mouth. Scientists generally de-
scribe human taste perception in terms of four qual-
ities: saltiness, sourness, sweetness and bitterness.
Some have suggested, however, that other cate-
gories exist as well—most notably umami, the sen-
sation elicited by glutamate, one of the 20 amino
acids that make up the proteins in meat, fish and
legumes. Glutamate also serves as a flavor en-
hancer in the form of the additive monosodium
glutamate (MSG).

Within the past several years, researchers such
as ourselves have made strides in elucidating ex-
actly how taste works. Neurobiologists, including
one of us (Margolskee), have identified proteins
that are crucial for taste cells to detect sweet and
bitter chemicals and have found that they are very

similar to related proteins involved in vision. Oth-
er scientists, including the other one of us (Smith)
and his co-workers, have obtained evidence that
nerve cells, or neurons, in the brain can respond to
more than one type of taste signal, just as those
that process visual stimuli from the retinas can re-
act to more than one color. The findings are illu-
minating what has historically been one of the
least understood senses.

The Taste Detectors

Taste cells lie within specialized structures called
taste buds, which are situated predominantly

on the tongue and soft palate. The majority of
taste buds on the tongue are located within papil-
lae, the tiny projections that give the tongue its vel-
vety appearance. (The most numerous papillae on
the tongue—the filiform, or threadlike, ones—lack
taste buds, however, and are involved in tactile sen-
sation.) Of those with taste buds, the fungiform
(“mushroomlike”) papillae on the front part of the
tongue are most noticeable; these contain one or
more taste buds. The fungiform papillae appear as
pinkish spots distributed around the edge of the
tongue and are readily visible after taking a drink
of milk or placing a drop of food coloring on the
tip of the tongue. At the back of the tongue are
roughly 12 larger taste bud–containing papillae
called the circumvallate (“wall-like”) papillae,
which are distributed in the shape of an inverted
V. Taste buds are also located in the foliate (“leaf-
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like”) papillae, small trenches on the
sides of the rear of the tongue.

Taste buds are onion-shaped struc-
tures of between 50 and 100 taste cells,
each of which has fingerlike projections
called microvilli that poke through an
opening at the top of the taste bud
called the taste pore. Chemicals from
food termed tastants dissolve in saliva
and contact the taste cells through the
taste pore. There they interact either
with proteins on the surfaces of the cells
known as taste receptors or with pore-
like proteins called ion channels. These
interactions cause electrical changes in
the taste cells that trigger them to send
chemical signals that ultimately result in
impulses to the brain.

The electrical changes in the taste cells
that prompt signals to the brain are
based on the varying concentrations of
charged atoms, or ions. Taste cells, like
neurons, normally have a net negative
charge internally and a net positive
charge externally. Tastants alter this state
of affairs by using various means to in-
crease the concentration of positive ions
inside taste cells, eliminating the charge
difference [see illustrations on pages 36
and 37]. Such depolarization causes the
taste cells to release tiny packets of chem-

ical signals called neurotransmitters,
which prompt neurons connected to the
taste cells to relay electrical messages.

Studies of animals and people, howev-
er, show that there is not always a strict
correlation between taste quality and
chemical class, particularly for bitter and
sweet tastants. Many carbohydrates are
sweet, for instance, but some are not.
Furthermore, very disparate types of
chemicals can evoke the same sensation:
people deem chloroform and the arti-
ficial sweeteners aspartame and saccha-
rin sweet even though their chemical
structures have nothing in common
with sugar. The compounds that elicit
salty or sour tastes are less diverse and
are typically ions.

The chemicals that produce salty and
sour tastes act directly through ion chan-
nels, whereas those responsible for sweet
and bitter tastes bind to surface recep-
tors that trigger a bucket brigade of sig-
nals to the cells’ interiors that ultimately
results in the opening and closing of ion
channels. In 1992 Margolskee and his
colleagues Susan K. McLaughlin and Pe-
ter J. McKinnon identified a key mem-
ber of this bucket brigade. They named
the molecule “gustducin” because of its
similarity to transducin, a protein in reti-

nal cells that helps to convert, or trans-
duce, the signal of light hitting the retina
into an electrical impulse that constitutes
vision.

Gustducin and transducin are both
so-called G-proteins, which are found
stuck to the undersides of many differ-
ent types of receptors. (The name “G-
protein” derives from the fact that the
activity of such proteins is regulated by
a chemical called guanosine triphos-
phate, GTP.) When the right tastant
molecule binds to a taste cell receptor,
like a key in a lock, it prompts the sub-
units of gustducin to split apart and car-
ry out biochemical reactions that ulti-
mately open and close ion channels and
make the cell interior more positively
charged.

In 1996 Margolskee and colleagues
Gwendolyn T. Wong and Kimberley S.
Gannon used mice they genetically engi-
neered to lack one of gustducin’s three
subunits to demonstrate that the G-pro-
tein is crucial for tasting bitter and
sweet compounds. Unlike normal mice,
the altered mice did not prefer sweet
foods or avoid bitter substances: they
did not avidly drink highly sweetened
water and instead drank solutions of
very bitter compounds as readily as they
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ANATOMY OF TASTE shows the four types of projections
called papillae on the human tongue, the structure of one papilla—
the circumvallate papilla—and details of human taste buds. (The

circumvallate papilla and the taste bud are shown as both dia-
grams and micrographs.) Only the circumvallate, foliate and
fungiform papillae bear taste buds. During chewing, chemicals
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did plain water. The researchers also
showed that key nerves in the mice
lacking gustducin had a reduced electri-
cal response to sweet and bitter tastants
but could still respond to salts and
acidic compounds.

Last year two groups of scientists—
one led jointly by Charles S. Zuker of
the Howard Hughes Medical Institute
(HHMI) at the University of California
at San Diego and by Nicholas J. Ryba
of the National Institute of Dental and
Craniofacial Research, and the other
led by HHMI investigator Linda B. Buck
of Harvard Medical School—identified
in mice and humans the actual recep-
tors that bind to bitter tastants and acti-
vate gustducin. The teams found that
the so-called T2R/TRB receptors are
part of a family of related receptors
that is estimated to have between 40
and 80 members.

Zuker and Ryba’s group inserted the
genes that encode two of these mouse
taste receptors, mT2R5 and mT2R8,
into cells grown in the laboratory and
found that the engineered cells became
activated when they were exposed to
two bitter compounds. The researchers
noted that in particular strains of mice
a specific version of the gene for mT2R5

tended to be handed down along with
the ability to sense the bitterness of the
antibiotic cycloheximide, a further indi-
cation that the genes for the T2R recep-
tors were responsible for detecting bit-
ter substances. Scientists are now search-
ing for the receptors that detect sweet
compounds.

Researchers are also studying a re-
ceptor that might be responsible for a
taste Japanese scientists call umami,
which loosely translates into “meaty”
or “savory.” In 1998 Nirupa Chaud-
hari and Stephen D. Roper of the Uni-
versity of Miami isolated a receptor
from rat tissue that binds to the amino
acid glutamate and proposed that it un-
derlies the umami taste. 

Other researchers, however, are still
skeptical that umami constitutes a fifth
major taste as significant as sweet, sour,
salty and bitter. Although the taste of
glutamate might be a unique sensation,
only the Japanese have a word for it.

But taste is much more than just re-
ceptors for the four (or five) primary
tastants and the biochemical interac-
tions they induce in taste cells. Al-
though we tend to think of taste infor-
mation in terms of the qualities of salty,
sour, sweet and bitter, the taste system

represents other attributes of chemical
stimuli as well. We sense the intensity of
a taste and whether it is pleasant, un-
pleasant or neutral. Neurons in the
taste pathway record these attributes si-
multaneously, much as those in the vi-
sual system represent shape, brightness,
color and movement. Taste neurons of-
ten respond to touch and temperature
stimuli as well.

Taste in the Brain

Scientists have gone back and forth
on whether individual neurons are

“tuned” to respond only to a single tas-
tant such as salt or sugar—and there-
fore signal only one taste quality—or
whether the activity in a given neuron
contributes to the neural representation
of more than one taste. Studies by one
of us (Smith) and those of several other
colleagues show that both peripheral
and central gustatory neurons typically
respond to more than one kind of stim-
ulus. Although each neuron responds
most strongly to one tastant, it usually
also generates a response to one or
more other stimuli with dissimilar taste
qualities. 

How then can the brain represent
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from food called tastants enter the taste pores of taste buds, where
they interact with molecules on fingerlike processes called microvil-
li on the surfaces of specialized taste cells. The interactions trigger

electrochemical changes in the taste cells that cause them to trans-
mit signals that ultimately reach the brain. The impulses are inter-
preted, together with smell and other sensory input, as flavors.
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The stimuli that the brain interprets as the basic tastes—salty,
sour,sweet,bitter and,possibly,umami—are registered via a

series of chemical reactions in the taste cells of the taste buds.
The five biochemical pathways underlying each taste quality are
depicted here in separate taste cells solely for clarity.In reality,in-
dividual taste cells are not programmed, or “tuned,”to respond
to only one kind of taste stimulus.

SALTS, such as sodium chloride (NaCl), trigger taste cells when
sodium ions (Na+) enter through ion channels on microvilli at the
cell’s apical, or top, surface. (Sodium ions can also enter via chan-
nels on the cell’s basolateral, or side, surface.) The accumulation
of sodium ions causes an electrochemical change called depolar-
ization that results in calcium ions (Ca++) entering the cell. The
calcium, in turn, prompts the cell to release chemical signals called
neurotransmitters from packets known as vesicles. Nerve cells, or
neurons, receive the message and convey a signal to the brain.
Taste cells repolarize, or “reset,” themselves in part by opening
potassium ion channels so that potassium ions (K+) can exit.

ACIDS taste sour because they generate hydrogen ions (H+) in
solution. Those ions act on a taste cell in three ways: by directly
entering the cell; by blocking potassium ion (K+) channels on the
microvilli; and by binding to and opening channels on the mi-
crovilli that allow other positive ions to enter the cell. The re-
sulting accumulation of positive charges depolarizes the cell and
leads to neurotransmitter release.

SWEET STIMULI, such as sugar or artificial sweeteners, do not
enter taste cells but trigger changes within the cells. They bind to
receptors on a taste cell’s surface that are coupled to molecules
named G-proteins. This prompts the subunits (α, β and γ) of the G-
proteins to split into α and βγ, which activate a nearby enzyme.
The enzyme then converts a precursor within the cell into so-called
second messengers that close potassium channels indirectly.
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various taste qualities if each neuron re-
sponds to many different-tasting stim-
uli? Many researchers believe it can do
so only by generating unique patterns of
activity across a large set of neurons.

This thinking represents a “back to
the future” movement among taste re-
searchers. The very first electrophysio-
logical studies of gustatory sensory neu-
rons, done in the early 1940s by Carl
Pfaffmann of Brown University, demon-
strated that peripheral neurons are not
specifically responsive to stimuli repre-
senting a single taste quality but instead
record a spectrum of tastes. Pfaffmann
suggested that taste quality might be
represented by the pattern of activity
across gustatory neurons because the
activity of any one cell was ambiguous.
But in the 1970s and 1980s several sci-
entists began to accumulate data indi-
cating that individual neurons are tuned
maximally for one taste. They interpret-
ed this as evidence that activity in a par-
ticular type of cell represented a given
taste quality—an idea they called the la-
beled-line hypothesis. According to this
idea, activity in neurons that respond

best to sugar would signal “sweetness,”
activity in those that respond best to
acids would signal “sourness” and so
on [see illustration on next page]. 

As early as 1983 Smith and his col-
leagues Richard L. Van Buskirk, Joseph
B. Travers and Stephen L. Bieber demon-
strated that the same cells that others
had interpreted as labeled lines actually
defined the similarities and differences
in the patterns of activity across taste
neurons. This suggested that the same
neurons were responsible for taste-qual-
ity representation, whether they were
viewed as labeled lines or as critical
parts of an across-neuron pattern. These
investigators further demonstrated that
the neural distinction among stimuli of
different qualities depended on the si-
multaneous activation of different cell
types, much as color vision depends on
the comparison of activity across photo-
receptor cells in the eye. These and oth-
er considerations have led us to favor
the idea that the patterns of activity are
key to coding taste information.

Scientists now know that things that
taste alike evoke similar patterns of ac-

tivity across groups of taste neurons.
What is more, they can compare these
patterns and use multivariate statistical
analysis to plot the similarities in the
patterns elicited by various tastants.
Taste researchers have generated such
comparisons for gustatory stimuli from
the neural responses of hamsters and
rats. These correspond very closely to
similar plots generated in behavioral ex-
periments, from which scientists infer
which stimuli taste alike and which
taste different to animals. Such data
show that the across-neuron patterns
contain sufficient information for taste
discrimination. 

When we block the activity of certain
neuron groups, the behavioral discrimi-
nation among stimuli—that between the
table salt sodium chloride and the salt
substitute potassium chloride, for exam-
ple—is disrupted. This can be shown di-
rectly after treating the tongue with the
diuretic drug amiloride. Thomas P. Het-
tinger and Marion E. Frank of the Uni-
versity of Connecticut Health Sciences
Center demonstrated that amiloride re-
duces the responses of some types of pe-

BITTER STIMULI, such as quinine, also act through G-protein-
coupled receptors and second messengers. In this case, however,
the second messengers cause the release of calcium ions from the
endoplasmic reticulum. The resulting buildup of calcium in the
cell leads to depolarization and neurotransmitter release.

AMINO ACIDS—such as glutamate, which stimulates the
umami taste—are known to bind to G-protein-coupled recep-
tors and to activate second messengers. But the intermediate
steps between the second messengers and the release of packets
of neurotransmitters are unknown.
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ripheral gustatory neurons but not oth-
ers. It blocks sodium channels on the
apical membranes of taste receptor
cells—the membranes that are closest to
the opening of the taste pore—and ex-
erts its influence primarily on neurons
that respond best to sodium chloride. 

Smith and his colleague Steven J. St.
John recently demonstrated that treat-
ment with amiloride eliminates the dif-
ferences in the across-neuron patterns
between sodium chloride and potassi-
um chloride in rats. It also disrupts the
rats’ ability to discriminate behaviorally
between these stimuli, as shown by
Alan C. Spector and his colleagues at
the University of Florida. Reducing the
activity in other cell types also abolishes
the differences in the across-neuron pat-
terns evoked by these salts, but in a
completely different way. These studies
showed that it is not a specific cell type
that is responsible for taste discrimina-
tion but a comparison in the activity
across cells. Thus, taste discrimination
depends on the relative activity of differ-
ent neuron types, each of which must
contribute to the overall pattern of ac-
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NERVE CELL ACTIVITY TESTS demon-
strate that taste neurons can respond to
different types of taste stimuli—be they
sweet, salty, sour or bitter—although the
cells usually respond most strongly to
one type. (Bitter stimuli not shown.)

Sensory information from taste cells is critical for helping us
to detect and respond appropriately to needed nutrients.

The sweet taste of sugars, for example, provides a strong im-
petus for the ingestion of carbohydrates. Taste signals also
evoke physiological responses, such as the release of insulin,
that aid in preparing the body to use the nutrients effectively.
Humans and other animals with a sodium deficiency will seek
out and ingest sources of sodium.Evidence also indicates that
people and animals with dietary deficiencies will eat foods
high in certain vitamins and minerals.

Just as important as ingesting the appropriate nutrients is
not ingesting harmful substances.The universal avoidance of
intensely bitter molecules shows a strong link between taste
and disgust. Toxic compounds, such as strychnine and other
common plant alkaloids, often have a strong bitter taste. In
fact, many plants have evolved such compounds as a protec-
tive mechanism against foraging animals. The sour taste of
spoiled foods also contributes to their avoidance. All animals,
including humans, generally reject acids and bitter-tasting
substances at all but the weakest concentrations.

The intense reactions of pleasure and disgust evoked by

sweet and bitter substances appear to be present at birth and
to depend on neural connections within the lower brain stem.
Animals with their forebrains surgically disconnected and anen-
cephalic human newborns (those lacking a forebrain) show
facial responses normally associated with pleasure and dis-
gust when presented with sweet and bitter stimuli,respectively.

The strong link between taste and pleasure—or perhaps
displeasure—is the basis of the phenomenon of taste-aver-
sion learning. Animals, including humans, will quickly learn to
avoid a novel food if eating it causes,or is paired with,gastroin-
testinal distress. Naturally occurring or experimentally induced
taste-aversion learning can follow a single pairing of tastant
and illness, even if there is a gap of many hours between the
two. One side effect of radiation treatments and chemothera-
py in cancer patients is loss of appetite; much of this is caused
by conditioned taste aversions resulting from the gastroin-
testinal discomfort produced by these treatments. This mech-
anism has also made it extremely difficult to devise an effec-
tive poison for the control of rats,which are especially good at
making the association between novel tastants and their
physiological consequences. —D.V.S.and R.F.M.

What We Learn from Yummy and Yucky

Measuring the Preferences of Taste Neurons
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tivity for an individual to distinguish
among different stimuli. 

Because taste neurons are so widely
responsive, neurobiologists must com-
pare the levels of activity of a range of
neurons to get an idea of what sensation
they are registering. No single neuron
type alone is capable of discriminating
among stimuli of different qualities, be-
cause a given cell can respond the same
way to disparate stimuli, depending on
their relative concentrations. In this
sense, taste is like vision, in which three
types of photoreceptors respond to light
of a broad range of wavelengths to al-
low us to see the myriad hues of the
rainbow. It is well known that the ab-
sence of one of these photoreceptor pig-

ments disrupts color discrimination, and
this disruption extends well beyond the
wavelengths to which that receptor is
most sensitive. That is, discrimination
between red and green stimuli is disrupt-
ed when either the “red” or the “green”
photopigment is absent. 

Although this analogy with color vi-
sion provides a reasonable explanation
for neural coding in taste, researchers
continue to debate whether individual
neuron types play a more significant
role in taste coding than they do in col-
or vision. Scientists are also questioning
whether taste is an analytic sense, in
which each quality is separate, or a syn-
thetic sense like color vision, where com-
binations of colors produce a unique

quality. A challenge to elucidating neural
coding in this system is the precise deter-
mination of the relation between the ac-
tivity in these broadly tuned neurons and
the sensations evoked by taste mixtures.

These diverse experimental approach-
es to investigating the gustatory system—
ranging from isolating taste-cell proteins
to studying the neural representation of
taste stimuli and the perception of taste
quality in humans—are coming together
to provide a more complete picture of
how the taste system functions. This
knowledge will spur discoveries of new
artificial sweeteners and improved sub-
stitutes for salt and fat—in short, the de-
sign of more healthful foods and bever-
ages that taste great, too.
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One of the most dubious “facts” about taste—and one
that is commonly reproduced in textbooks—is the

oft-cited but misleading “tongue map” showing large re-
gional differences in sensitivity across the human tongue.
These maps indicate that sweetness is detected by taste
buds on the tip of the tongue,sourness on the sides,bitter-
ness at the back and saltiness along the edges.

Taste researchers have known for many years that these
tongue maps are wrong.The maps arose early in the 20th
century as a result of a misinterpretation of research re-
ported in the late 1800s, and they have been almost im-
possible to purge from the literature.

In reality,all qualities of taste can be elicited from all the re-
gions of the tongue that contain taste buds. At present,we
have no evidence that any kind of spatial segregation of
sensitivities contributes to the neural representation of taste
quality,although there are some slight differences in sensi-
tivity across the tongue and palate,especially in rodents.

—D.V.S.and R.F.M.
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OUTDATED “TONGUE MAP” has continued to appear
in textbooks even though it was based on a misinterpreta-
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